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Farabundo Marti National Liberation Front (FMLN) detachments have conducted the largest military operation in the 
entire history of the Salvadoran conflict in the country's capital. An offensive was launched simultaneously 
throughout the country's territory; however, San Salvador's city blocks, which were the scene of fierce fighting 
between FMLN detachments and government troops, were the epicenter of Sunday's events. 

The intense firefight involving artillery and helicopters lasted approximately 18 hours and encompassed virtually the 
entire capital, completely paralyzing life in the city. According to Reuter, attempts were made to storm President 
Alfredo Cristiani's official and personal residences; however, it is reported that the president was not hurt. Reports of 
the losses on both sides are contradictory. 

A state of siege has been introduced in El Salvador and constitutional guarantees have been suspended. A curfew is 
in force in the capital, and the international airport has been closed. According to President Cristiani, whose speech 
was broadcast on the radio, these steps are needed to "defend the population against left-wing terrorism." According 
to the President, the military are in complete control of the situation; however, it is reported from San Salvador that 
these words by A. Cristiani were heard on the airwaves accompanied by continual explosions and shooting. 

International observers regard events in San Salvador in the context of the interrupted talks between the government 
and the insurgents. The third round of these talks should have been held recently in Caracas, but opposition 
representatives refused to take part in them after a left-wing trade union's headquarters was subjected to artillery 
bombardment resulting in the deaths of at least 10 people. According to the insurgents, the government decided on 
dialogue with them solely out of propaganda considerations, with no intention of reaching any agreement. Sunday's 
offensive was thus an attempt on their part to show themselves to be a force to be reckoned with. 

In the opinion of observers, however, events in San Salvador practically rule out all hopes of success for future talks 
between the government and representatives of the insurgents. Moreover, the fighting in the Salvadoran capital, a 
Reuter correspondent believes, dealt the fragile peace settlement process in Central America a considerable blow.
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Datasets 
•MUC 3/4: A naturally occurring corpus of newswire reports on 

terrorism in Latin America. The dataset has 1300/200/200 
training/validation/testing documents.  

•WikiEvents (Li et al., 2021) Another Document-level event 
dataset. It has 200/20/20 training/validation/testing inputs and 
has wider ranges of incident types.



  { 
    "incident_type": "attack", 
    "PerpInd": [ 

[ "detachments" aka "fmln detachments" ] 
    ], 
    "PerpOrg": [ 

["farabundo marti national liberation front" aka "fmln" ] 
    ], 
    "Target": [ 

["president alfredo cristiani's official 
  and personal residences" ] 

    ], 
    "Victim": [ 

["alfredo cristiani"] 
    ], 
    "Weapon": [] 
  },

  { 
    "incident_type": "bombing", 
    "PerpInd": [], 
    "PerpOrg": [], 
    "Target": [ 

["left-wing trade union's headquarters"  
   aka "trade union's headquarters"] 

    ], 
    "Victim": [], 
    "Weapon": [ 

["artillery"] 
    ] 
  }

  [

]



[…] FMLN detachments have conducted the largest military operation in the 
entire history of the Salvadoran conflict in the country's capital. An offensive 
was launched […]  

According to Reuter, attempts were made to storm President Alfredo Cristiani's 
official and personal residences; however, it is reported that the president was 
not hurt.[…]  

The third round of these talks should have been held recently in Caracas, but 
opposition representatives refused to take part in them after a left-wing trade 
union's headquarters was subjected to artillery bombardment resulting in the 
deaths of at least 10 people. According to the insurgents, […]
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union's headquarters was subjected to artillery 
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10 people. According to the insurgents, […]
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Figure 1: Overview of an ideal event extraction example and probing. Ideally, after contextualization by a fine-
tuned encoder on the IE task, the per-token embedding can capture richer semantic and related event information,
thereby facilitating an easier model-specific extraction process. Our probing tasks test how different frameworks
and conditions (e.g. IE training, coherence information access) affect information captured by the embeddings.

• We identified the necessary document-level
IE understanding capabilities and created a
suite of probing tasks2 corresponding to each.

• We present a fine-grained analysis of how
these capabilities relate to encoder layers,
full-text contextualization, and fine-tuning.

• We compare IE frameworks of different input
and training schemes and discuss how archi-
tectural choices affect model performances.

2 Probing and Probing Tasks

The ideal learned embedding for spans should
include features and patterns (or generally, "in-
formation") that independently show similarity to
other span embeddings of the same entity men-
tions, in the same event, etc., and we set out to
test if that happens for trained encoders.

Probing uses simplified tasks and classifiers to
understand what information is encoded in the
embedding of the input texts. We train a given
document-level IE model (which finetunes its en-
coder in training), and at test time capture the out-
put of its encoder (the document representations)
before they are further used in the model-specific
extraction process. We then train and run our prob-
ing tasks, each assessing an encoding capability of
the encoder.

Drawing inspiration from many sentence-level
probing works, we adopt some established setups
and tasks, but with an emphasis on probing tasks
pertaining to document and event understanding.

We use the MUC document-level IE dataset
2Our model and probing codea are publicly available at

https://github.com/GithuBarry/DocIE-Probing.
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Figure 2: Probing Task Illustrations. Each • refers
to a span embedding (which is an embedding of a token
in our experiment), and non-gray • means embeddings
are known to be a role filler. See Section 2 for full
descriptions.

(muc, 1991) as our base dataset (details in Section
3.3) to develop evaluation probing tasks.

We present our probing tasks in Figure 2, This
section outlines the probing tasks used for assess-
ing the effectiveness of the learned document rep-
resentations.

When designing these probing tasks, our goal is
to ensure that each task accurately measures a spe-
cific and narrow capability, which was often a sub-
task in traditional pipelined models. Additionally,
we want to ensure fairness and generalizability in
these tasks. Therefore, we avoid using event trig-
gers in our probing tasks, especially considering
that not all models use them during training.

We divide our probing tasks into three cate-
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Document Embeddings and Document-Level Information Extraction 

 
•Document-level information extraction is a task to extract structured "events" (or  "templates") from unstructured input texts 

•Modern systems for this task predominately encode inputs using a neural encoder (BERT, T5, etc), which is trained in IE task back prop 

•We design probing tasks to understand how encodings from the trained encoders make certain information more (or less) extractable
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Probing Tasks 

 
• 8 probing tasks across 3 levels on document embeddings 

• Each non-surface probing task tests an encoding capability 
necessary for correct IE output. Surface results in appendix. 

• We use probing model improved over previous works
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Probing Performances over 
IE Framework Training Epochs 

 

       
Probing accuracy on event (up) and semantic (down) info over 
document-level IE training epoch. 5 random seed results averaged 
(with std. error bars). Trained encoder gain and lose information in 
their generated embeddings as they are trained for the IE tasks.

Event Probing Performances over  
Different Input Lengths 

Probing Performances over BERT Layers 

Probe acc. on event & semantic information over  
BERT layers as-is and from GTT trained over 18 epochs.

Probing Performances with Different IE Frameworks and Embedding Method 

 
SentCat here refries to embedding sentences individually and then concatenating them. This can be more effective 
for IE tasks than using embeddings directly from a fine-tuned encoder designed for entire documents. This 
indicates encoders’ poor capacity to capture of discourse information. 

Trained encoders significantly enhance embeddings for event detection (higher accuracy in event count predictions 
(EvntCt↑)). Nevertheless, embeddings lose information for event typing (EvntTyp 2 ↓) and coreference (Coref↓)

Datasets 
• MUC 3/4: Our document-level data source to create probing tasks, thanks to its rich 

coreference information. The dataset has 1300/200/200 training/validation/testing 
documents. Note that 44.6% of the inputs have no corresponding events.  A keyword-
based trigger was added to every template of the MUC dataset to make it compatible 
with TANL and DyGIE++. 

• WikiEvents (Li et al., 2021) results are reported in appendix. It has 200/20/20 training/
validation/testing inputs and has wider ranges of incident types.

Information Extraction Models 
• DyGIE++ (Wadden et al., 2019) is a discriminative multi-task framework. It achieves IE by enumerating and 

scoring sections (spans) of encoded text and using the relations between spans to detect triggers and events. 

• GTT (Du et al., 2021) is a sequence-to-sequence event-extraction model that perform the task end-to-end, 
without using labeled triggers. It is trained to decode a serialized template, with tuned decoder constraints. 

• TANL (Paolini et al., 2021) is a sequence-to-sequence multi-task model that "translates" input text to 
augmented languages. For IE, the in-text augmented parts identify triggers and roles. It uses a two-stage 
approach for event extraction by first extracting trigger then finding arguments for each trigger predicted.

Takeaways 
•Our work provides the first insights into 

document-level representations. 

•Trained encoding improves on capabilities 
like event detection and argument 
labeling, but IE training compromises 
encoder’s ability to encode coreference 
and event typing information. 

•Current models marginally outperformed 
the baseline in capturing event 
information at best, uncovered by 
comparisons of IE frameworks. 

•Encoder models struggle with document 
length and cross-sentence discourse, as 
concatenation of sentence embeddings 
yielded stronger probing performances.
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Document Embeddings and Document-Level Information Extraction 

 
•Document-level information extraction is a task to extract structured "events" (or  "templates") from unstructured input texts 

•Modern systems for this task predominately encode inputs using a neural encoder (BERT, T5, etc), which is trained in IE task back prop 

•We design probing tasks to understand how encodings from the trained encoders make certain information more (or less) extractable
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Reuter, attempts were made to storm President 
Alfredo Cristiani's official and personal 
residences; however, it is reported that the 
president was not hurt.[…] The third round of 
these talks should have been held recently in 
Caracas, but opposition representatives refused 
to take part in them after a left-wing trade 
union's headquarters was subjected to artillery 
bombardment resulting in the deaths of at least 
10 people. According to the insurgents, […]
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(with std. error bars). Trained encoder gain and lose information in 
their generated embeddings as they are trained for the IE tasks.
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Probing Performances with Different IE Frameworks and Embedding Method 

 
SentCat here refries to embedding sentences individually and then concatenating them. This can be more effective 
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with TANL and DyGIE++. 
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Information Extraction Models 
• DyGIE++ (Wadden et al., 2019) is a discriminative multi-task framework. It achieves IE by enumerating and 

scoring sections (spans) of encoded text and using the relations between spans to detect triggers and events. 

• GTT (Du et al., 2021) is a sequence-to-sequence event-extraction model that perform the task end-to-end, 
without using labeled triggers. It is trained to decode a serialized template, with tuned decoder constraints. 

• TANL (Paolini et al., 2021) is a sequence-to-sequence multi-task model that "translates" input text to 
augmented languages. For IE, the in-text augmented parts identify triggers and roles. It uses a two-stage 
approach for event extraction by first extracting trigger then finding arguments for each trigger predicted.

Takeaways 
•Our work provides the first insights into 

document-level representations. 

•Trained encoding improves on capabilities 
like event detection and argument 
labeling, but IE training compromises 
encoder’s ability to encode coreference 
and event typing information. 

•Current models marginally outperformed 
the baseline in capturing event 
information at best, uncovered by 
comparisons of IE frameworks. 

•Encoder models struggle with document 
length and cross-sentence discourse, as 
concatenation of sentence embeddings 
yielded stronger probing performances.
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•DyGIE++ (Wadden et al., 2019) is a discriminative multi-task framework. It achieves 
IE by enumerating and scoring sections (spans) of encoded text and using the 
relations between spans to detect triggers and events. 

•GTT (Du et al., 2021) is a sequence-to-sequence event-extraction model that 
perform the task end-to-end, without using labeled triggers. It is trained to decode a 
serialized template, with tuned decoder constraints. 

•TANL (Paolini et al., 2021) is a sequence-to-sequence multi-task model that 
"translates" input text to augmented languages. For IE, the in-text augmented parts 
identify triggers and roles. It uses a two-stage approach for event extraction by first 
extracting trigger then finding arguments for each trigger predicted.

Information Extraction Models 



 

Model Input WordCt SentCt IsArg ArgTyp Coref EvntTyp2 CoEvnt EvntCt Avg
(IE-F1)

DyGIE++ FullText 58.6 47.0 87.1 83.8 64.7 60.5 73.6 67.2 67.8
(41.9) SentCat 57.4 58.9 87.5 85.6 69.2 56.7 67.9 67.0 68.8

GTT FullText 58.6 46.3 88.3 88.5 66.7 60.4 66.4 68.3 67.9
(49.0) SentCat 55.8 58.9 88.6 88.0 69.5 57.5 65.07 67.5 68.8

TANL FullText 54.2 43.3 88.2 86.8 66.6 57.8 60.0 65.8 65.3
(33.2) SentCat 34.3 40.8 88.2 87.0 65.6 53.5 59.8 67.0 62.0

BERTbase FullText 65.5 45.0 87.8 86.1 75.7 60.4 74.0 63.5 69.7

Table 1: Probing Task Test Average Accuracy. IE frameworks trained for 20 epochs on MUC, and we run
probing tasks on the input representations. We compare the 5-trial averaged test accuracy on full-text embeddings
and concatenation of sentence embeddings from the same encoder to the untrained BERT baseline. IE-F1 refers to
the model’s F1 score on MUC test. Underlined data are the best in same embedding method, while bold, overall.
We further report data over more epochs in Table 7, and results on WikiEvents in Table 8 in Appendix E.

the same structure as SentEval. Specific training
detail can be found in Appendix D.

3.3 Dataset
We use MUC-3 and MUC-4 as our document-
level data source to create probing tasks, thanks
to its rich coreference information. The dataset
has 1300/200/200 training/validation/testing doc-
uments. any dataset with a similar format can be
used to create probing tasks as well, and we ad-
ditionally report results on the smaller WikiEvent
(Li et al., 2021) Dataset in table 8 in Appendix E.
More MUC descriptions available in Appendix B.

4 Result and Analysis

We present our data in Table 1, with results in
more epochs available in Table 7 in Appendix E.

Document-level IE Training and Embeddings
Figure 3 shows that embedded semantic and
event information fluctuate during IE training,
but steadily differ from the untrained BERT-base
baseline. For the document representation, trained
encoders significantly enhance embeddings for
event detection as suggested by the higher accu-
racy in event count predictions (EvntCt↑). At the
span level, embeddings lose information crucial
for event type prediction and coreference, as ev-
idenced by decreased event typing performance
(EvntTyp2↓) and coreference accuracy (Coref↓)
over IE training epochs. Note again that coref-
erence data pairs used are role-fillers and hence
crucial for avoiding duplicated role-extractions,
and future frameworks could seek to lower this
knowledge loss. Nevertheless, IE training does
aid argument detection (IsArg↑) and role labeling

(ArgTyp↑), albeit less consistently.

Model FullText FullText Sent Sent
Best Avg Best Avg

WordCount: ≤ 209

DyGIE++ 68.5 67.1 69.7 68.8
GTT 70.3 68.7 72.1 68.0
TANL 71.8 70.2 66.3 64.2

WordCount: 210-420

DyGIE++ 67.0 65.7 67.6 64.7
GTT 67.6 67.0 66.4 64.7
TANL 64.8 62.0 63.6 60.8

WordCount: ≥ 431

DyGIE++ 70.6 70.2 74.2 72.1
GTT 69.1 68.7 71.5 70.2
TANL 67.3 65.2 69.7 68.3

Table 2: EvntCt Probing Test Accuracy (%) 5 ran-
dom seed averaged. When WordCount ≥431, both
FullText and SentCat embeddings are truncated to the
same length (e.g., BERT-base has a limit of 512) for
comparison fairness. Concatenated sentence embed-
dings show an advantage on medium or long texts.

Probing Performance of Different Models Ta-
ble 1 highlights the strengths and weaknesses of
encoders trained using different IE frameworks.
In addition to above observations, we see that
DyGIE++ and GTT document embeddings cap-
ture event information (EvntCt↑) only marginally
better than the baseline, whereas the TANL-
finetuned encoder often has subpar performance
across tasks. This discrepancy may be attributed to
TANL’s usage of T5 instead of BERT, which might
be more suitable for the task, and that TANL em-
ploys the encoder only once but the decoder mul-
tiple times, resulting in less direct weight updates
for the encoder and consequently lower its perfor-

Probing Performances  
with Different IE Frameworks and Embedding Method 



 
Figure 3: Probing accuracy on event (left) and semantic (right) information over document-level IE training

epoch. 5 random seed results averaged (with standard deviation error bars). Color-coded by probing tasks. Trained
encoder gain and lose information in their generated embeddings as they are trained for the IE tasks.

Figure 4: Probing accuracy on event (upper) and

semantic (lower) information over encoder layers

from GTT trained over 18 epoch and BERT-base.

mance in probing tasks (and the document-level IE
task itself). Surface information encoding (Figure
6 in Appendix E) differ significantly by models.

Sentence and Full Text Embedding As
demonstrated in Table 1, embedding sentences
individually and then concatenating them can be
more effective for IE tasks than using embeddings
directly from a fine-tuned encoder designed for
entire documents. Notably, contextually encoding
the full text often results in diminished perfor-
mance in argument detection (IsArg↓), labeling
(ArgTyp↓), and particularly in Event detection
(EvntCt↓) for shorter texts, as highlighted in
Table 2. These results suggest that encoders like
BERT might not effectively utilize cross-sentence

discourse information, and a scheme that can do
so remains an open problem. However, contex-
tualized embedding with access to the full text
does encode more event information in its output
representation for spans (CoEvnt↑).

Encoding layers Lastly, we experiment to lo-
cate the encoding of IE information in different
layers of the encoders, a common topic in pre-
vious works (Tenney et al., 2019a). Using GTT
with the same hyperparameter in its publication,
its finetuned encoder shows semantic information
encoding mostly (0-indexed) up to layer 7 (IsArg↑,
ArgTyp↑), meanwhile, event detection capabil-
ity increases throughout the encoder (CoEvnt↑,
EvntCt↑). Surface information (Figure 5 in Ap-
pendix E) generally remains the same.

5 Conclusion

Our work pioneers the application of probing to
the representation used at the document level,
specifically in event extraction. We observed
semantic and event-related information embed-
ded in representations varied throughout IE train-
ing. While encoding improves on capabilities like
event detection and argument labeling, training of-
ten compromises embedded coreference and event
typing information. Comparisons of IE frame-
works uncovered that current models marginally
outperformed the baseline in capturing event in-
formation at best. Our analysis also suggested
a potential shortcoming of encoders like BERT
in utilizing cross-sentence discourse information
effectively. In summary, our work provides the
first insights into document-level representations,
suggesting new research directions for optimizing
these representations for event extraction tasks.

Probing Performances over IE Framework Training Epochs



EventCt Probing Performances over Different Input Lengths 
↑

Model FullText FullText Sent Sent
Best Avg Best Avg

WordCount: ≤ 209

DyGIE++ 68.5 67.1 69.7 68.8
GTT 70.3 68.7 72.1 68.0
TANL 71.8 70.2 66.3 64.2

WordCount: 210-420

DyGIE++ 67.0 65.7 67.6 64.7
GTT 67.6 67.0 66.4 64.7
TANL 64.8 62.0 63.6 60.8

WordCount: ≥ 431

DyGIE++ 70.6 70.2 74.2 72.1
GTT 69.1 68.7 71.5 70.2
TANL 67.3 65.2 69.7 68.3

Table 2: EvntCt Probing Test Accuracy (%) 5 ran-
dom seed averaged. When WordCount ≥431, both
FullText and SentCat embeddings are truncated to the
same length (e.g., BERT-base has a limit of 512) for
comparison fairness. Concatenated sentence embed-
dings show an advantage on medium or long texts.



Probe acc. on event & semantic information over  BERT layers as-is and from GTT trained over 18 epochs.

Probing Performances over BERT Layers
Figure 3: Probing accuracy on event (left) and semantic (right) information over document-level IE training

epoch. 5 random seed results averaged (with standard deviation error bars). Color-coded by probing tasks. Trained
encoder gain and lose information in their generated embeddings as they are trained for the IE tasks.

Figure 4: Probing accuracy on event (upper) and

semantic (lower) information over encoder layers

from GTT trained over 18 epoch and BERT-base.

mance in probing tasks (and the document-level IE
task itself). Surface information encoding (Figure
6 in Appendix E) differ significantly by models.

Sentence and Full Text Embedding As
demonstrated in Table 1, embedding sentences
individually and then concatenating them can be
more effective for IE tasks than using embeddings
directly from a fine-tuned encoder designed for
entire documents. Notably, contextually encoding
the full text often results in diminished perfor-
mance in argument detection (IsArg↓), labeling
(ArgTyp↓), and particularly in Event detection
(EvntCt↓) for shorter texts, as highlighted in
Table 2. These results suggest that encoders like
BERT might not effectively utilize cross-sentence

discourse information, and a scheme that can do
so remains an open problem. However, contex-
tualized embedding with access to the full text
does encode more event information in its output
representation for spans (CoEvnt↑).

Encoding layers Lastly, we experiment to lo-
cate the encoding of IE information in different
layers of the encoders, a common topic in pre-
vious works (Tenney et al., 2019a). Using GTT
with the same hyperparameter in its publication,
its finetuned encoder shows semantic information
encoding mostly (0-indexed) up to layer 7 (IsArg↑,
ArgTyp↑), meanwhile, event detection capabil-
ity increases throughout the encoder (CoEvnt↑,
EvntCt↑). Surface information (Figure 5 in Ap-
pendix E) generally remains the same.

5 Conclusion

Our work pioneers the application of probing to
the representation used at the document level,
specifically in event extraction. We observed
semantic and event-related information embed-
ded in representations varied throughout IE train-
ing. While encoding improves on capabilities like
event detection and argument labeling, training of-
ten compromises embedded coreference and event
typing information. Comparisons of IE frame-
works uncovered that current models marginally
outperformed the baseline in capturing event in-
formation at best. Our analysis also suggested
a potential shortcoming of encoders like BERT
in utilizing cross-sentence discourse information
effectively. In summary, our work provides the
first insights into document-level representations,
suggesting new research directions for optimizing
these representations for event extraction tasks.
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mance in probing tasks (and the document-level IE
task itself). Surface information encoding (Figure
6 in Appendix E) differ significantly by models.

Sentence and Full Text Embedding As
demonstrated in Table 1, embedding sentences
individually and then concatenating them can be
more effective for IE tasks than using embeddings
directly from a fine-tuned encoder designed for
entire documents. Notably, contextually encoding
the full text often results in diminished perfor-
mance in argument detection (IsArg↓), labeling
(ArgTyp↓), and particularly in Event detection
(EvntCt↓) for shorter texts, as highlighted in
Table 2. These results suggest that encoders like
BERT might not effectively utilize cross-sentence

discourse information, and a scheme that can do
so remains an open problem. However, contex-
tualized embedding with access to the full text
does encode more event information in its output
representation for spans (CoEvnt↑).

Encoding layers Lastly, we experiment to lo-
cate the encoding of IE information in different
layers of the encoders, a common topic in pre-
vious works (Tenney et al., 2019a). Using GTT
with the same hyperparameter in its publication,
its finetuned encoder shows semantic information
encoding mostly (0-indexed) up to layer 7 (IsArg↑,
ArgTyp↑), meanwhile, event detection capabil-
ity increases throughout the encoder (CoEvnt↑,
EvntCt↑). Surface information (Figure 5 in Ap-
pendix E) generally remains the same.

5 Conclusion

Our work pioneers the application of probing to
the representation used at the document level,
specifically in event extraction. We observed
semantic and event-related information embed-
ded in representations varied throughout IE train-
ing. While encoding improves on capabilities like
event detection and argument labeling, training of-
ten compromises embedded coreference and event
typing information. Comparisons of IE frame-
works uncovered that current models marginally
outperformed the baseline in capturing event in-
formation at best. Our analysis also suggested
a potential shortcoming of encoders like BERT
in utilizing cross-sentence discourse information
effectively. In summary, our work provides the
first insights into document-level representations,
suggesting new research directions for optimizing
these representations for event extraction tasks.



Take Away
• Trained encoding improves on capabilities like event detection and 

argument labeling, but IE training compromises encoder’s ability to 
encode coreference and event typing information. 

• Current models marginally outperformed the baseline in capturing event 
information at best, uncovered by comparisons of IE frameworks. 

• Encoder models struggle with document length and cross-sentence 
discourse, as concatenation of sentence embeddings yielded stronger 
probing performances.
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